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: Editorial Statement

THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY ·REVIEW,
I

EDITORIAL STATEMENT

THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW is now in its eighteenth year. lJnder the
able editorship of its founder. T. M. Pearce. and in more recent years of~Dud1ey
Wynn. the periodical attained an enviable position of regional-literary leadership.
Dudley Wynn. in his editor's farewell which appeared in the Winter. 1947. issue, said
that the Review "under a new editor will undoubtedly go upon new paths. as it
should."
The new editors approach their task humbly. No revolutionary cha~es are
q>nternplated. for we consider the central tenets of the former editors' policy sound.
All enterprises, however. must evolve. Changes in emphasis there will be. reflecting
the added resources the U~iversity of New Mexicb has generously placed at, our
disposal and reflecting. also, the personality of a different editorship. Fully recog>nizing the challenge of our position. and our limitations as well. we enter upon a
venturesome course, yes. but knowing, very definitely. what we want. We are by
nature optimistic. and the more so in enterprises of the kind that gravitate on
ingenuity and personal devotion.
In the course of last spring and summer we had the opportunity of approaching
many writers. artists. editors. educators, and other leading citiz~ns, in search of help
and counsel. The response has been enthusiastic without ,exception. Quite a large
number of the best writers and artists of the region are actually working or have
promised to work for the Quarterly. We feel very 'keenly our responsibility and will
endeavor. in faith. to keep this confidence and not to cause disappointment. We
wiltdo everything in our power to enlist the good will and friendship of aU'those
who are seriously concerned with the past. present. and future of our region.
Workers are judged by what they do rather than what they propose to do. To'
promise is easier than to act, and it is better psychology to promise nothing and to
deliver something. Overstatement kills expectation. Nevertheless. the many individuals who are interested in THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REvIEW are entitled to a
full and candid explanation of our plans.
In the past year. uncler the competent editorship of Charles Allen. several
persons have collaborated in formulating paths for the future-Ada Rutledge.
Katherine Simons. Julia Keleher. Edwin Honig. Jane Kluckhohn, Thelma Campbell. and the members of the Publications Committee and officers of the Administration of the University. in whom we' have found encouragement. The fournumbers under Charles Allen's acting editorship (Winter. 1947. and Spring. Summer.
and Autumn. 1948). together with the present one, which he helped to supervise
while the Editor-elect was in Europe, must be considere~ transitio~al towards the
.
establishment of the new policies.
Beginning with the Spring issue of 1949;our preparations will be complet~d. aJd
readers and contributors can expect to see in concrete form the direction we hope to
explore. We will attempt to give THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REvIEW a warm
personality-a personality that will primarily reflect th~, meaning of the Southwest
in general and New Mexico in particular: the historical tradition, the spirit. the
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interests, the forms, the values, the needs, and the significance of all these as they
cast their influences upon the national CUltural pattern.
New Mexico and the Southwest is a land of grandeur_.and elemental beauty~ a
heroic symphony of contours, space, colors, forgotten sounds. Nature here offers
bounty to the senses, leads the mind to' ideals of beauty and order. But it has its
cruel aspects too: its human tragedies, its broad ungiving skies, its vast miles of arid
desolation and wast~. Prehistoric ruins and still .surviving ancient mores remind us
of ,the sweep and mystery and continuity of life. New Mexico and the Southwest
is a land of impressive contrasts-human and physical.
_
'
The people of New Mexico are the.. peoples of the Americas: Pueblos, Navajos,
and Apaches; descendants of the early seventeenth century Spanish settlers; sons and
daughters of the Anglo pioneers who conquered the West. The Indian, Spanish, ~d
English languages are heard thro:ughout the country.' The three psychologies. permeate rural and urban life..Al:though ·the dominant Anglo culture has imposed its
major tone, especially in the larger cities, the Spanish and Indian influences assert
themselves, in quiet' undertones, upon all thinking and attitudes. Here' in New
Mexico is a blending unique in the Americas-the aboriginal population and the two'
main conquering peoples. Here is seen the alertness of group self-consciousness, but
here also is flexibility and adaptiveness.
' .
Because of the 'awareness of artists and writers to what is at once rich and unique
in the physica~ and human resources of the Southwest, there has been produced
during the past few decades a body of art and literature that compares favorably
with that of any other region.
~ .
, A region cannot be conceived of as a unit, however, isolated from the rest of
the nation and the world, and we do .not wish to give the impression of being
intoxicated with regionali~. The roots of the general and universal are in the
particular and individual. Universality is found when we sink our feet in the soil·
around us and see our locale,o~ microcosm, as a mirror reflecting the light of the
whole and also as a beacon casting its light on the whole. It is in its global signi~
ficance that the region realizes its larger meaning. We invite contributions upon
any subject bearing on the region that'is constructive to better national and inter-,
national life. It is those- regional values that have a nationaf: and a universal application that we wish to emphasize-not the provincial, picturesque, and banal. We
do not invite so-called "impressions" CJf the region. What we do wish is profound
thought and feeling,aqIte and interpretive understanding. We do not object to
sentiment, but when immersed in the object and not in the subject of the work.
The spirit of the critical times we are going through should be sounded. The
Review should be dynamic in its search for orientations in this disoriented moment.
Neither despair nor complacency, but discipline and understanding-both of religious
and" philosophical flavor-should characterize and clarify the complexities of oUr
age. Fluidity of per~eption and alertness of mind do not imply a surren4er Qf
establislied _tenets of beauty and truth. Technical accomplishment surely has..its
place in a review which' aims at literary excellence. But technique is a very cold':f~e
when'content is ignored in the quest of it. Force resides in having something to'say
and saying it decently and to the point. Force resides in writing-~ach in tune with
his capacity-with a historical category of values, writing for the few and for the
many, for the,present and for all time.
':.
In these confused and confusing times we must often return to the simple and
elemental sources to get our bearings. We want a literary-cultural review that will
-communicate to a maximum degree universal inflexions and meanings,a. "human,"
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intimate voice to please, instruct and upset a little the disaiminating: a magazine of
civilized tissue without affected displays of erudition, preciosity of expression, or
solemn ideological argument; a magazine of balanced seriousness and humor, reflecting throughout its pages the humanizing values of courtesy, sympathy, and critical
fortitude. Above all, a magazine that is interesting, by intrinsic quality and variety
of appeal.
Beyond what has already been indicated, we will try to keep in mind certain
principles in deciding upon the contents of the magazine. The Review will endeavor
to obtain material written expressly for it. We will publish translations occasionally,
'but only from unpublished foreign manuscripts. We will not publish concurrently
with anybody else, but will welcome a good chapter from a book that is scheduled
to appear later than our own date of publication.
The Review will try to be authoritative. Information will be carefully sifted and
research done when necessary. One of our aims is to make accesSible, in readable
form, regional scholarly material that now lies semi-inert, because of its ponderousness, on the shelves of librarians and specialists.
Because we wish freedom to shape each issue, no fixed departments will be
maintained except the "Guide to the Literature of the Southwest" (which will be
considerably strengthened with annotations), and a concise editoria,l section. This
editorial section under the title "The Editor's Salad," written by the editors and
friends of the Review, will publish brief items of sundry nature and diverse tone and
aspire to record any cultural activity of the region worth recording-including the
best thought and commentary of those communing with us.
Former contributors and potential new ones will want to know specifically what
kind of material we plan to use.
~
Imaginative Writi,ng. Fiction: Preference will be given to short pieces, with
strong narrative intere~t, psychological insight, maturity of theme, and distinguished
style. Poetry: ,Monographic presentations in 6-8 pages of the best unpublished ,work
by individual poets, illustrated by a line drawing portrait. and critical estimate of
the poet. Single poems will also be accepted when possible. Dramatic sketches:-if
.
we can get them.
Literary Prose. No subject limitations within the framework of our policy as
previously outlined. So far as regional essays are concerned, we would like biographies of past and present personalities: ,explorers, missionaries, traders, governors,
pioneers, churchmen, etc.; general and monographic features on the arts and crafts,
painting, sculpture, music,. architecture, photography, ceramics, textiles,:, etc.; Indian,
Spanish, and Anglo life; critical essays on regional literature in generaf"and on individual authors who have already attained or deserve national recognition; essays on
history, anthropology, folklore, language, etc.
Prose of fact and exposition. Articles on pure science, with a general appeal
(preferably written by Southwesterners, for the region is becoming a center of
scientific research);" applied science, business, agriculture, engineering, economics,
,ge~graphYJ politics, sociology, education-any matters of practical regional concern.
Applicable to all sections are these points: 1. No restrictions on subject matter,
or on vein in which it is treated. Fiction, poetry, essays, etc., may be on general
topics, though, of course, we will constantly seek good pieces of a regional character.
The proportion of regional and general matter in the annual 'Volume we will calculate to be fifty-fifty. 2. Contributors may be known or unknown. We want to
feature the existing values, and also to discover new ones. Merit, pure and simple,
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